CULTURE AS RAW MATERIAL

an arhitectural thesis by aaron whalen
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Design Manifesto
preamble
Since the onset of the industrial revolution and the subsequent rise of technological innovation, humans have pulled further from immediate experience of the
haptic realm and become increasingly distracted with personal ascendancy. Having
the ability to submerse oneself in the World Wide Wide, or such personal media
devices as the iPod or cell phone, there lies a disconnect with the immediate
bodily experience of environment by shifting focus away from events within close
proximity and replacing them with distractions. These inhibit face-to-face human
interaction, thus removing us from the physical world and creating an alternate
reality that is different for each user. While these tools can be highly useful
in many situations, it is important to be conscious of their ability to distract
from the phenomenological experience of nature and human interaction. As individuals, we strive to become self-fulfilling entities rather than an allcomplacent sustaining whole.
enter environmental crisis
Our problems as individuals are directly linked to our problems as a whole, this
we know. Yet, in a complex and dichotomous world which simultaneously strives
towards globalism, efforts of sustainability act more like a bedtime story;
dictated everyday to individuals distracted by their own egocentrism to see it
as anything more than superficial. We are unconscious beings. We are a culture
learning to unlearn.
exit consciousness
Globalization; with the ever rise in technological capabilities, mass-companies
are being pulled further from immediate experience as well, drown in notions of
economic gain. Sustainability thus retorts to an externality ignored for its
purpose, and served for its nametag. We are a culture learning to learn. But
what is it to be sustainable? According to UNESCO, sustainability is “meeting
the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generation
to meet their own needs.” This includes Environmental Responsibility, Economic
Health, Social Equity, and Cultural Vitality, thought to be the four pillars of
sustainability. Therefore, mass-companies can become environmentally detrimental
as well as destroyers of society, economy and culture synonymously.
enter cultural conflict
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Take for instance, the egocentric mind; we all see the World through a particular view that reflects our understanding, values, beliefs, and norms. This helps
form our cultural identity. Culture is a lens that shapes perception. If our
lens is too narrow or clouded, our perception becomes skewed. Culture is a
pillar of sustainability. In order to “meet the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”, we must
conserve the culture of the past and its parameters to continue the future.
enter cultural sustainability
As our world continually strives towards globalism whilst pleading for ethnic,
social and political diversity it is the cultural dimension, implicit in developing sustainable living. One way of viewing the mosaic transformation of this
cultural dimension, is through architecture. If culture is seen as a lens,
architecture is a prism; New York and Chicago are both cities comprising a
multitude of diversity(spectrum), it is through architecture where the rays
converge into a narrative(origin). I believe it is our role as designers, to
provide a prism for which all cultures can diverge upon while respecting the
heritage of past for future generations.
enter the culture of the Maori
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Thesis Statement
Architecture is a direct response of
human values, for it is the physical
genesis encompassing the world we live
in. Throughout our existence, our environment has been our only true artefact
of creation, the catalyst in which
humanity transcends upon. The land we
derive existence from in many cultures
can be defined as sacred and consecrated
to our role as human beings, a role
which has divided our world socially,
politically, economically, and culturally. Culture may be perceived and
understood from a more visceral description, as raw material essential to the
sustenance of future generations. Viewing culture as a pillar of sustainability within our dichotomous world, I am
investigating a way in which architecture can oppose such pervasive forces of
thoughtless development to respect the
narrative of culture as essential to our
future.
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Introduction to the Conflict
Multiculturalism is the face of today’s globalized world, a scenario which can
blur much of the perception of cultural fusion. Every culture, every nation,
every community have their own narrative which is unique to their world view.
Your world view is determined by your belief system-why you do what you do. The
way you have been raised, who raises you and what you absorb whilst growing up
automatically determines, in part, your actions. This makes it challenging for
some to be introduced to unfamiliar cultures. When people are tourists they tend
to seek a ‘home away from home’ where they feel comfortable rather than experiencing a new culture. As a consequence, many tourist destinations, once rich in
traditional cultures, are slowly becoming fused with conflicting value systems
and inevitably pervading the narrative and culture of place.

Maori Culture
The Maori are indigenous Polynesian people of Aotearoa (New Zealand). Said to be
the only true indigenous people of the country, their narrative and thus, the
narrative of New Zealand is seen through the cultural lens of the Maori people.
As a culture of tribal origins, they have continued their traditional rituals to
present day, defining many notable characteristics. This however has been a
conflicting happenstance and thus triggered a transitional movement of traditional Maori to a modernized Maori people in fusion with today’s multicultural
society.
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Culture in Transition
Given New Zealand’s temperate climate and unique landscape, many of the top
tourist destinations in the world can be found here, much of which includes
outdoor activities. This rise in tourism however, has forced much of the traditional Maori’s off their land. Maintaining their tribal characteristics, Maori
people are stringent on their living conditions and also rely heavily on agriculture as a source of food and income. The unavailability of land has caused
an extreme decline in traditional Maori population. Those who cannot afford to
live on their land are forced to adapt to neighbouring settlements, and the
tourism that subsides with it.

Cultural Imprints
Culture is inevitably imprinted in architecture; a prism narrative. The bondage
between culture and its reflections in architecture is explicitly felt in the
villages of the Maori people, which reflect their identity and belongingness.
The architecture of the Maori people is the only true indication of Aotearoa
origins and should be maintained as a vital piece of Maori and New Zealand
heritage. The imposing tourist settlements are rapidly redefining the surface of
New Zealand’s architecture, and as the Maori begin to fade away, as does their
cultural presence and narrative.
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Response
Simply, as Juhani Pallasmaa mentions in the book ‘The Eyes of the Skin’, “the
task of art and architecture in general is to reconstruct the experience of an
undifferentiated interior world in which we are not mere spectators, but to
which we inseparably belong.” The expression is engaged with pre-verbal meanings
of the world, meanings that are incorporated and lived rather than simply intellectually understood. It is clear that architecture has to address all the
senses simultaneously and fuse our mage of self with our experience of the
world. Significant architecture makes us experience ourselves as complete
embodies and spiritual beings. We should be integrated with the space rather
than mere spectators.
The tension between Pākehā (New Zealanders or non-Maori people) and traditional
Maori have greated a great divide through the country. In order to conserve the
traditional culture and narrative of Aotearoa, there must arise a coalescence of
this division.
My initial proposal for this thesis asked the question whether or not one can
rediscover a pure consciousness, which may allow one to be deeply aware with all
of one’s senses that the busy mind shuts down. Conflicts surrounding cultural
perception lay at the forefront just as that seen in New Zealand. What kind of
architecture would allow one to be so deeply engaged in the metaphysical questions of the self and the world, interiority and exteriority, time and duration?
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Proposal
The resultant initiative strives to fuse
these conflicting perceptions which have
inevitably impacted areas such as that in New
Zealand between the Maori and the Pākehā.
Expanding our cultural lens can help facilitate understanding, encourage tolerance, and
promote respect while providing an architectural prism to continue New Zealand’s cultural narrative. Ultimately, the physical
intervention will focus on the reclaiming of
Maori culture within New Zealand’s ever
rising tourist destinations. This will manifest itself as a traditionally organized
Maori community through a contemporary architectural vision. This community will offer an
Outreach Experience for its guest including:
experiencing a new culture; experiencing a
culture in transition; meeting similar minded
people; personal and group spiritual focusing; physical cleansing and toning. This
Outreach community, based on Maori design
principles aims to facilitate understanding,
encourage tolerance and promote respect
between the Maori through Whaka-whanau-ngatanga; (a Maori term of endearment – ‘to make
connections to other via familiar association)
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PROCESS
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CHARETTE 1

letterwall

Culture often leads to lack of understanding, conflict
and suppression. Culture is a lens that shapes perception. We all see the world through a particular view
that reflects our understanding, values, beliefs, and
norms. Understanding different culture requires shifting our lens and broadening perspectives. If our lens
is too narrow or clouded, our perception may be skewed.
As a result, conflicts and tensions may arise. Expanding our cultural lens can help facilitate understanding, encourage tolerance, and promote respect.
Art places society under scrutiny. Art opens up difficult topics and breaks stereotypes and taboos. How does
art resolve difference of interest beyond words and
beyond violence? How can art move towards communication
without confrontation, question without conflict, and
debate without war? Art and Culture can help bring
clarity and focus to various cultural perspectives. By
providing a neutral space and common platform, artistic
and cultural endeavours can support and even celebrate
difference.

The shadow of The Wall
The art of graffiti originates from the Greek term ‘graphein’, and translates; ‘to write’.
Such graffiti is seen all throughout history whether inscribed or through surface application. Graffiti is a cross-cultural phenomenon common to every literate society. Within the
variable contexts of their production, graffiti personalizes de-personalized space constructing landscapes of identity.
Graffiti can be understood as concrete manifestations of personal and communal ideologies
which are visually striking, insistent, and provocative. The power of graffiti art on a wall
generates public advertency and turns the surface into a lens of personal perception.
In rhetoric to this idea of perception, the innuendo of the physical promotes a statement
unto itself. Promoting a more sustainable lifestyle can prevent conflict on a completely different scale. Lives are claimed through war just as they fall to environmental borne dilemmas.
Whether the lens is of culture or the environment, the meaning lies under the surface of perception but cast in the shadow of its manifestation.
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CHARETTE 2 - part A - ice sculptures
Some would classify our era as the apex of human knowledge thus far. An era where
a sense of intergenerational neglect has forced matters into the hands of the forth
coming populous. Issues dealing with planet change, economic revolution and demographic division must be addressed to calm the rate of our world imploding upon
us. Urbanization has reached an extreme rate of expansion within major city centers worldwide and the consequences of which can only be seen as unfamiliar matters.
Cultural identity is reflected upon our built environment and has been for vast
generations previous. Today, with
our ever rising population, the mosaic of multiculturalism seen developing in our
major cities is beginning to fuse into a coalescence of seamless culture. As this
diversification is inevitable, so too is the relinquishment of boarders defining
our cultural groupings. Places such as Little Italy, and China Town in cities such
as Toronto will in my retrospect becomes subject to this fusion of culture. The
identity of place therefore becomes essential in conserving the values set before
us.
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Some would classify our era as the
apex of human knowledge thus far.
An era where a sense of intergenerational neglect has forced matters into the hands of the forth
coming populous. Issues dealing
with planet change, economic revolution and demographic division
must be addressed to calm the rate
of our world imploding upon us.
Urbanization
has
reached
an
extreme rate of expansion within
major city centers worldwide and
the consequences of which can only
be seen as unfamiliar matters.

part B - transprogramming

Cultural identity is reflected
upon our built environment and has
been for vast generations previous. Today, with
our ever rising population, the
mosaic of multiculturalism seen
developing in our major cities is
beginning to fuse into a coalescence of seamless culture. As this
diversification is inevitable, so
too is the relinquishment of
boarders defining our cultural
groupings. Places such as Little
Italy, and China Town in cities
such as Toronto will in my retrospect becomes subject to this
fusion of culture. The identity of
place therefore becomes essential
in conserving the values set
before us.

scuba - squash
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T
Tschumi’s idea of transprogramming can be conceived
a
as a way of redefining contemporary architecture
f
from the reality of programmatic conflicts within
e
everyday experience. Combining unrelated events
w
within a space can create a mode of seeing its
a
architecture. The conflicts, or results of which
c
can be staggering or simply beautiful. Neverthel
less, the experience of the space changes dramatic
cally into an instinctive architectural feel.
I
In this example, the space defining is a Squash
C
Court. Located in the Recreational Athletics Center
o
on the Ryerson University campus, this space is an
a
actively used space to encourage physical involvem
ment and promotes this response by use of two viewi
ing areas for the public eye; One on the upper level
l
looking down into the court, and one on the main
l
level through a glass wall also locating the
e
entrance way into the court itself.

scuba - squash 02
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T
The program in which to intervene this space along
w
with the program of playing squash is the aquarium
t
typology. This intervening program, just like the
g
game of squash, includes a viewing surface for the
p
public eye and an interior space for the program of
h
housing the aquatic animals. What would be the outc
come of this space and event? The images provided
a
are speculations of such.
C
Culture is a lens that shapes perception. We all
s
see the World through a particular view that
r
reflects our understanding, values, beliefs, and
norms. Sometimes it feels as if we perceive the
global world behind a wall of glass however. Our
inability to resolve any such major conflicts
internationally is quite limited. Individual spaces
however are quite controllable on an individual
stage, and in collaborative efforts can produce a
‘portal’ through the barrier.

CHARETTE 3

cardboard chair
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CHARETTE 4
-materiality
The two materials comprising this lamp are fibreglass and light. The
light; a standard black
light is used to alongside
the fibres composed within
the distorted shape of the
fixture to provide a
gradient play of luminosity. This experiment posed
the question of whether or
not there are strict
inherent conditions to a
material l or whether
these conditions change
depending on an appropriate atmosphere.
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CHARETTE 5
-site selection

place is security space is freedom
we are attached to one and long for the other

Mythical space is a conceptual extension of familiar and workday spaces given
by direct experience. When we wonder what lies on the other side of a mountain
range or ocean, our imagination constructurs mythical geographies that bear
little or no relationship to reality.

An environment to escape ones familiar workday spaces must not present the
given experience of its reality. The surrounding context of the chosen site to
manifest this concept must present an Aura that surrounds ones field of typical
pragmatic activities. The 'mythical' space within reality as a greater context,
should subconciously provide a sense of orientation and security without being
present within such a reality.
The unpercieved field is every man and womans irreducible mythical space. The
fuzzy ambience of the unknown gives confidence in the known.
Anthropocentrism clearly defines oneself at the center of experience and is
essential in creating this vision.
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PROCESS

sites
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CRITERIA

climate
temperate
balanced wet/dry
access
transportation
service
fresh water

3
4

availability
local materials
municpal lines
technology
population
remote
local communities
environment
natural vegetation
harnesh wind + solar
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LIJING RIVER

GUILIN, CHINA

- focused inwards, protected by the topography and heroic nature of the surrounding
mountainous forms.
-mountains are considered in Chinese traditions as intersections of the earth and
heaven, and as such disperse energy to the surrounding land

SPIRITS BAY

KAPOWAIRA, NEW ZEALAND

- focused outwards to the ocean, water representing the essence of life and its
processes which are critical to existence - flow, location, depth, purity and
strength

Plato’s belief was that of a knowledge to which we have access which both precedes
and transcends the life of our sense impressions, latents in our souls memory
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GUILIN, CHINA

KAPOWAIRA, NEW ZEALAND
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PROPOSAL (1)
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According to philosopher HansGeorg Gadamer, health "is something that manifests itself precisely by virtue of escaping our
attention. It belongs to that
miraculous capacity we have to
forget ourselves." Furthermore,
good health "is the primary,
taken-for-granted ontological condition of being ready for and open
to everything." The increasing
fusion of multiculturalism in
todays society presents a perceptual chaos, a roaring, high velocity cyclone of conflict where ones
values, beliefs, and belonging
begin to disappear - to depersonalize. A journey to the center of
ones own cyclone - through aid of
natural processes and environments, lies mental revery revival of good health.
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the center of the cyclone is that
rising quiet central low-pressure
place in which one can learn to
live eternally....just outside of
this Center is the rotating storm
of one’s own ego, competing with
other egos in a furious highvelocity circular dance....as one
leaves center, the roar of the
rotating wind deafens one more and
more
as
one
joins
this
dance...one’s centered thinkingfeeling-being, one’s own Satoris,
are in the center only..... not
outside....one’s
pushed-pulled
driven states, one’s anti-Satori
modes of functioning, one’s selfcreated hells, are outside the
center....in the center of the
cyclone one is off the wheel of
Karma, of life, rising to join the
Creators of the Universe, the Creators of us....here we find that we
have created Them who are Us....

John Lilly
the Center of the Cyclone
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the journey to the center of the center
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ARCHITECTURE in a WORLD in CONFLICT

the journey to the center of the center

ARCHITECTURE in a WORLD in CONFLICT

PRECEDENCE

TSCHUGGEN BERGOASE
architect
client
location
2003

Mario Botta
Grand Hotel Tschuggen
Arosa, Switxerland
5300 sq.m

PROGRAM
spa boutique
spa lounge
hairstyling
used by the guests of Tschuggen Grand Hotel

spaces

program

- in and outdoor relaxation pool with various features
- swim and sports pool, childrens pool
- kneipp trail and Arosa rock ghetto
- spacious relaxation area and four sun
terraces
- two private spa suites (70 and 100sq.m)
- sauna area with ladies private sauna
- chill-out-zone with fireplace
- mountain sauna with snow terrace, bio
sauna, steamroom, ice and shower zone
- twelve individually finished treatment
rooms for massage, baths and beauty
- fitness center with Kinesis Training
System + Technogym machines
- meditation and relaxation room
- I-bed solarium
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section
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PRECEDENCE

program

THERMAL SPA-BATH HOUSE
architect
location
1996

Peter Zumthor
Graubunden, Switzerland

The new thermal spa, formally opened in December
1996 and already listed by the Canton Graubünden
as a protected building in 1998, is a self-willed
construction set into the mountain slope. It
replaced the bathing facilities of the hydro
hotel (built between 1962 and 1970) which were
too cramped and in need of repair. The new separate spa building is built in Valser gneiss.
Stone by stone. A massive element set in to the
gradient of the slope and dovetailed with the
flank of the mountain. The great slabs of the
roof are grassed over: sections of flower studded
alpine meadow.
The architectonic language of the new spa has
nothing to do with the design of the hotel complex built in the sixties. It is more profound
underlining the essential in the context of a new
interpretation of the constructional challenge;
emphasising the special relationship of the new
Therme to the primordial forces of nature and the
geology of the mountainscape, reacting to the
impressive topography of the valley and the position of the warm spring which rises out of the
primeval mountain just behind the new spa.
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SCHEMATIC DESIGN PRINCIPLES
PERCIEVED

SECURITY

FREEDOM

PLACE

SPACE

MYTH

SENSORY

B

A
physicall the
h rapy
mental therapy
py
py

general
services
organization

D

C
dwelling

assemblies

SENSORY-ENHANCEMENT - NATURE AS A SEPARATION MEDIUM
BUILDING DISGUISED AS PART OF THE LANDSCAPE
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PROPOSAL (2)
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NATURES FURY
Hurricanes provide us with realization about how
small we really are, and how little control we
actually have over nature. These furious, unpredictable storm’s of nature are relentless towards
our existence on Earth.

katrina
34

COMMUNITY COMMONALITIES
Resulting from this catastrophic event were communities united. The transcending
of culture and ethnicity, of perception; joining together and working as one.
Communication rose far beyond past perception to the vast reality of human
frailty. For communities were united through new commonality.
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community

PRECEDENCE

HOTEL REMOTA
architect
German del Sol
location
Patagonia, Chile
10, 500 sq.ft
Travel opens up new perspectives, to see life
with new eyes.
This Hotel invites travelers to stop wondering,
and make a fruitful pause. Life, dispersed in
Atacama’s vastness, is somehow present at the
hotel, inviting visitors to go out and experience
first hand its natural and cultural richness, and
return every evening back to comfort, free of the
sheer tasks of survival.

typology

The eventful nature of life in the remote, is
somehow revealed, when one motionless contemplates the apparent change of things. When quiet,
one is attracted by the movement of light that,
like ocean waves, or fire flames, leads to
nowhere. Forms that come and go away, appear and
disappear, in constant fascination.

“the real voyage of discovery consists not in seeking new landscapes but in having new eyes”
Marcel Proust
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community

sleeping

spa
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The 72-room hotel lies at the
base of the Patagonian Mountains on a sea channel 125
miles from the Pacific Ocean.
Much of the construction material arrived on-site by boat.
Remota's
56,000-square-foot
complex includes a dining room,
bar, and spa.

entrance
ground floor

Remota's plan opens up like an
interior
landscape.
Guests
thread
through
a
V-shaped
public building to extensive
understated corridors connecting to the guest-room wings and
spa. Outside, the stark superblocks embrace an irregular
field of erratic boulders,
brought in from the mountains,
conveying the powerful sense of
emptiness del Sol finds in the
vast peaks beyond. Furthering
the landscape conceit, the
existing grass, removed to
allow for the building footprints, now covers the roofs in
a 24-inch insulating layer.

upper level

sections
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s
Part of Remota's appeal lies in its
deferential attitude to the surroundings. Whereas Frank Gehry's Riscal
l
Winery, in Spain, redefines the terrain, the low horizontal forms of
f
Remota's
totally
precast-concrete
e
buildings, like lightning bolts across
s
the ground, frame the landscape

Remota
Gehry
For a memorable experience in Chilean
Patagonia
Patagonia, Remota offers five unique
programs: 3, 4, 7, 10 or 14 nights,
with a variety of excursions to special
places whose mystery and splendor are
unforgettable.
Additionally, Remota guests may select
a one-day excursion in a small group
accompanied by a bilingual guide
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To enhance the experience, excursions
in the Torres del Paine National Park
are combined with opportunities to
see life in Patagonia, visiting its
people and admiring their culture.

*

We all sometimes day-dream,
about spending a week of leisure
in a remote place.
A place so, so far away, that even
with an internet signal
or mobile phone connection,
it is ourselves who lose the connection,
y
that keeps us stuck to daily
duties and obligations.
Close your diary, and forget your
responsibilities,
be a child again for a moment,
busier with what happens outside
than inside yourself...

spa

d
A hotel so far away and hard
enough to reach,
you deserve being here,
A destination marvelous and beautiful in itself.
Prepare and anticipate the journey like you do a good party or
family celebration, moments you
dream long before they finially
become an unforgettable experience.

corridor

The hotel is distant from the big
city and close by to a Patagonian
village, small and fun enough to
invite short walks; interesting
enough to open its cultural background.

REMOTA BROCHURE
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scenery

REMOTA - SPA
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PROGRAMMING - DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
a

c

MEDICAL

-physical therapy
-examination rooms
-fitness rooms
-treatment cubicles
-dressing
-gymnasium
-sauna
-play therapy
-hydrotherapy
-mental therapy
-meditation individual
-meditation group
-isolation tanks
-isolation rooms
-release/ relax

m2

375
200
30
50
100

45
80
50
90
144
36
90

ADMINISTRATION
-general
-offices
-waiting room
-parking
services
-kitchen
-mechanical
-storage

18
100
12
16
200
30
50
300

IN-PATIENTS
-dwelling
-gang sleeping
-2 persons
-4 persons
-6 persons
-isolated sleeping
-support
-bathrooms group
-bathrooms ind.
-solarium

b

d

m2
36
15
300
50
150
50

COMMUNAL
-public
-lobby
-washrooms
-lounge
-private
-group assembly
-auditorium
-library
-dining
-lounges
-washrooms
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150
30
25
200
150
300
200
50
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SITE - DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
DIAMOND LAKE, WANAKA, NEW ZEALAND
WANAKA

GLENDHU BAY

N

LAKE WANAKA

looking no
rth

DIAMOND LAKE

looking n-w

lo
looking west
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1

2

4

3

5

6

7

SITE MAP

SITE ORIENTATION TO MAXIMIZE SUN EXPOSURE, PREVAILING WINDS AND WATER CURRENTS
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PRECEDENCE
FACILITATION CENTER

1

COMMUNAL LIVING

2

ENTRANCE

3

AGRICULTURE

4

ISOLATED LIVING

5

HYDROELECTRIC MILL

6

WIND FARM

7

mill

turbine

aerial

aerial

WIND FARM

DIAMOND LAKE

TO LAKE WANAKA

HYDROELECTRIC MILL

ALONG WWESTERN RIDGE

AT CONVERGENCE OF WATER PATHS

HYDROELECTRIC PIPELINE, LLYN LLYDAW, UK

TARATUA WIND FARM, NEW ZEALAND
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COMMUNAL LIVING
UPPER

A

1 BEDROOM UNIT

01

GROUND

B

PHOTOVOLTAIC ARRAY
RAINWATER CISTERN

BEDROOM MODULE
BALCONY/ SHADING

KITCHEN/ LIVING MODULE
EQUIPMENT MODULE
HELICAL FOUNDATION

ISOLATED LIVING UNIT

48

2 BEDROOM UNIT

02

13
16
16

15

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

ENTRANCE
LOBBY
RECEPTION
OFFICES
STAFF LOUNGE
COURTYARD
DELIVERY
PARKING/ DELIVERY

14

15

16

9

12

4

11

5

8

8

6

LOWER LEVEL

4
3

5

5
9

1

3

4

7

10 10

9 AUDITORIUM
10 WASHROOMS
11 MECH/ STORAGE
12 HYDROTHERAPY
13 FITNESS
14 LOWER ENTRANCE
15 CHANGE/ WASHROOM
16 MEDITATION/ QUIET

7

2

6

11

14

4

4

1

2

9

9

9
1
2
3
4
5
6

DINING
KITCHEN
BRIDGE
LOUNGE
ENTRANCE TO LOWER
POOL

7 POOL HOUSE
8 GREENROOF
9 OUTDOOR SEATING
10 PERFORMANCE SPACE
11 LIVING QUARTERS

UPPER LEVEL
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FINAL PROPOSAL
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SCOPE
The following proposal should be viewed as
a continuation of the previous two, however
more ambitious in scope. The project methodology until this point was focused on a very
personal basis, programmed neutrally and
adaptive to all persons needs. This simple
gesture was found to be highly complex in
nature, where the project became characterless. Given the precedence depicted, the
final proposal seeks to be culturally specific to the region and less adaptive to
global influences. The program is therefore
responsive to its adjacent context and aims
to abate the ecological recession of the
indigenous Maori, thus forming a thesis
duality – hindering to the likes of both
Pākehā (New Zealanders) and Maori. Placed
adjacent to a diverse tourist destination in
New Zealand, an interpretive Outreach Community – based on a traditional Maori framework of design and organization– will offer
the true experience of New Zealand. Refer
to ‘Design Manifesto’
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PRECEDENCE - EXCERPT FROM 41TO66.COM
Architecture in Canada: Region,
Culture, Tectonics
John McMinn and Marco Polo

41° to 66° celebrates contemporary
Canadian architecture, drawing on the
inflections of regional character and
material culture.
This exhibition
explores the increasing emphasis on
regional interpretations of modernist
themes that have played an important
role in the development of recent
Canadian architecture.
The emergence of regionalism as a
theme in contemporary Canadian architecture has been accompanied by a parallel
evolution
in
sustainable
design.The two phenomena offer important overlaps in the pursuit of an
architecture that addresses both local
climatic and environmental conditions
as well as cultural and material patterns and traditions. In addition to
their
technologically
appropriate
responses to geography and environment, regional architectures typically
embody the essence of local cultural
identity intrinsically linked to local
geography, be that the embodied wisdom
of rural vernacular building practices
or the environmental attunement of
indigenous cultural traditions. The
thesis of 41° to 66°–representing
Canada’s

southernmost latitude and that of the
Arctic Circle, between which lies the
vast majority of Canada’s populationoffers a rich alternative to the perception of sustainable architecture as
driven by technology and energy performance, instead situating sustainability in the broader discussion of
architecture as a cultural project.
The argument for response to place
that informs recent architecture can
be understood as a manifestation of
the nuanced, contextual and multivalent attitude of the post-colonial
voice in contemporary critical discourse.
A potential framework for
this expanded discourse is suggested
by
a
re-examination
of
Kenneth
Frampton’s 1983 essay “Towards a
Critical Regionalism: Six Points for
an Architecture of Resistance”. The
critical regionalist argument proposes
an understanding of architecture as a
vehicle for a productive dialogue
between the forces of universalizing
technique and local place-identity.
Working from these principles, a current generation of architects, responsive to regional conditions including
climate, landscape and material culture, is establishing its own distinct
architectural identity.
Driven in
part by the pursuit of sustainability,
this new architecture marries vernacular regional traditions with the
instrumentalist roots of modernism to
reclaim a central role in addressing
society’s most profound challenges.
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CANADA + NEW ZEALAND
Precedent to the thesis of 41 to 66, regionally responsive architecture is implicit in
sustaining the culture of place. Using the
Canadian context in conjunction with that
seen in New Zealand – mainly culturally
interpretive methods towards contemporary
architecture – a better understanding can be
made towards a similar realization in New
Zealand.
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PRECEDENCE
NICOLA VALLEY INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
Y
architect
location

Busby Perkins + Will
Merritt, British Columbia

- draws inspiration from regional geographic conditions conditions and cultural
traditions
-specifically, models of indigenous architecture common to the region - tepee
-also, precedent of the pit house is seen
in where the building touches the landscape

cultural
interpretation

-the buidling is also oriented facing the
morning sun to the east, following
aboriginal tradition
-there is a strong emphasis of First
Nations cultural identity, demonstrating
the principles of green building in a
contemporary re-interpretation
-program includes classrooms, faculty
offices, social spaces, labs, a bookstore,
a cafeteria, library

local materials
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east

PLAN 1X

atrium

tepee motif

pit house motif

SECTION 2X

motif
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PRECEDENCE
PICTOU LANDING HEALTH CENTER
architect
location

piskwepaq design inc., peter henry architects
ects
Pictou Landing, Nova Scotia

- provides pictous landing First Nations
with contemporary standard medical and
dental facilities, community garden, healing garden and medicine wheel
-demonstrates construction techniques
based on traditional Mi’kmaq methods
-arched roundwood trusses provide the
primary structural system

cultural
interpretation

-northern spruce trees were harvested from
community-owned wood lots and manufactured
by community labour
- als incorporation of passive-sustainable
strategies including the use of a decommissioned well system for groundwatersourced heating and cooling
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local materials

arched roundwo
od

building techniques
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trusses

PRECEDENCE
TR’ONDEK HWECH’IN CULTURAL CENTER
architect
location

maurer kobayashi architects
Dawson City, Yukon

- serves Tr’ondek Hwech’in First Nation,
who were displaced by the arrival of prospectors during the Klondike Gold Rush of
the late 19th century
-employs a filigreed lattice screen as an
outdoor terrace which recall the fish
traps and drying rack characteristics of
the Tr’ondek Hwech’in summer encampments

cultural

-servicing a traditional nomadic
people, the project develops an
appropriate visual language and a
series of organisational strategies which successfully embody the
cultural traditions in the absence
of an enduring indigenous build
legacy

interpretation
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EXHIBITION SPACE

WATERS EDGE

exposed timber
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landscape

PRECEDENCE
PINNACLES INTERPRETIVE CENTER
architect
location

woodhead architects
Nambung National Park, Perth, Australia

- serves Tr’ondek Hwech’in First Nation,
-reference to traditional Aboriginal smoking and burning practices
-constantly challenges heroic architecture, consciously contradictory, and
embedded into a series of larger scale
narratives of landscape, place and relationship
-the material language for the scheme fits
into its environment, becoming just
another part of the background to the
desert
-local materials, walls are of limestone,
timbers used are direct references to the
nearby grove of vanishing tuarts
-the configuration of the walls creates
open-ended opportunities for enclosure,
rather than clear-cut pockets of space,
and material elements both fragment and
overlap to emphasize the shifting focal
points

cultural
interpretation

ritual burning
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PRECEDENCE
MOKU MOKU YU BATH HOUSE
architect
location

klein dytham architecture
Kobuchizawa, Yamanashi, Japan

- timber bath house set amidst the pine
forest at the Risonare resort
-in reference to the ancient and venerable
Japanese tradition of communal bathing

communal
engagement

- the interpretation of spaces serves to
o
blur the usual divisions between inside
and outside, and between male and female.
e.
- communal outdoor bath as well
f
-the hierarchy, axis, and orientation of
linear plans are replaced by local cennse
tres, embracing curves, and a subtle sense
of motion.
- rather than responding to linear funcs
tionalist thinking, this bath house aims
for a series of linked states of being
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outreach

organization

PRECEDENCE
LONGITUDE 131
architect
location

cox architects
Uluru-Kata Tjuta National Park, Australia

-offers guests the ultimate way to experience Australia
- 15 hotel rooms are located on a remote,
crescent-shaped dune with uninterrupted
views of Uluru
-design decisions were influenced by
strict environmental protection of the
dune flora and faune during costructive
processes
-examples of this include the elevated
steel piles serving foundation to the
rooms. This also enables the rooms to be
removed and relocated if necessary
- cultural incentives influencing design
include the use of a transparent canopies
when lit, to view the Anangu (local
Aboriginal) star constellations
-remote hotel serves a max. 30 guests
which provides a privitaized scenery without the congestion of a tourist heavy
destination

ultimate outrea
ch
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- the walls of the rooms (tents) are a
visual narrative, telling of the discoveries made by earlier outback pioneers
- each tent is roofed in 3 layers of
fabric. The outer layer is a fly sheet in
d
the traditional sense, providing shade and
a majority of weather protection
-below it are 2 layers forming a sealed
cavity providing thermal and acoustic
insulation
-the rooms are a simple box plan, with a
fully glazed south-facing wall making the
most of the expansive view
e
-sliding glass panels open half the facade
to embrace the external environment.
-the central facility is split into two
g
forms, which address the lounge and dining
functions housed within
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tent

- guests are submersed in a touring program designed to experience
local environments and culture. This is schedule dependant on the
length of stay.
-longitude 131 can also accomodate disabled guests
-program includes a 24 hour bar, communcal dining facilities, outdoor
pool, guest library
- services include 24 hour reception, dry cleaning, doctors on-call,
fire/extinguishers, smoke detectors
-children 12 and under are not catered for
-guest must stay a min. of 2 days and forever long afterwards.
- prices are roughly
2 nights - 70, 000$ (60, 000 CAN)
extra nights - 25, 000$ (22, 000CAN)

unique
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outdoor dining

interior

tent

tent dining
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PRECEDENCE
DAS PARK HOTEL
architect
location

konzept andreas strauss
Ottensheim, Austria

- - seeks to meet the needs of guests who
are looking for experience, at an accomodatingly low price in a destination of
their choice
- the hotel uses large concrete pipe sections served as bedrooms
- this high in strength fabrication offers
a safe place to spend the night in any
city, remote area, or environment

outreach exper
ience

- the hotel represents a global journey to
find simplicity behind architecture and
conventional parameters
- in a broader sense, it is innovative,
flexible, and creative to its appropriate
intentions

flexible
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PRECEDENCE
MOORELANDS CAMP DINING HALL
architect
location

shim sutcliffe architects
Lake Kawagama, Dorset, Ontario

- located on the Canadian Shield surrounded by mixed forest
- establishes a direct physical and visual
connection to the surrounding landscape,
providing a wilderness experience for
economically disadvantaged children from
the city of Toronto
-comprised of 12 glu-laminated trusses,
small-scale lumber and light steel elements, creating a simple “wooden tent"
- motorized greenhouse glazing system is
utilized to bring light into the space
- the exterior is clad in natural cedar
siding aimed to weather graciously over
time

materiality
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NEW ZEALAND

New Zealand was
an ideal
country to investig
ate due to its
similarities to To
ronto. It falls
½ a world away, on
the polar
opposite of latitude
s. As a result
of this, NZ shares
a similar
temperate climate
and therefore
many sustainable de
sign
approaches appare
nt in Toronto
can be re-applied he
re.
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LOCATION

WANAKA, NZ
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SITE - DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

WANAKA

DIAMOND LAKE, WANAKA, NEW ZEALAND

15 k

m

GLENDHU BAY

N

LAKE WANAKA
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MAORI

Maori Architecture - A New World

The present struggles between Pakeha (New Zealanders of European descent)
and the Maori people living in New Zealand presents the issues around sustainable living – healthy in all respects for both cultures. New Zealand is unusual
in that a Treaty (Waigangi) was established in 1840 setting ut the arrangement
by which the two people would cohabit in the land. The Treaty, still in use
today, binds these two cultures in hopes of happily cohabiting the land.
Although the Treaty has working in the past, the present day provides a different framework of sustainable guidelines – relatively, cultural sustainability
towards indigenous cultures such as the Maori. It is no longer sufficient to
bring Western notions of theoretical frames to indigenous architecture – indigenous architecture has something to teach the West and in particular those who
live and visit regions of New Zealand.
It is conventionally believed that New Zealand’s originally settlers –
the Maori – worked to develop an architecture responding to this new world - an
architecture reflecting vernacular and indigenous structures, suiting the local
climate, built of native materials, and with social concerns framed around the
needs of the region.
However it can be argued that Pakeha culture has not grown a new architecture in a new land, rather it has rebuilt the landscape to suit a largely
transplanted architecture. It can also be argued that European colonists in
nineteenth-century New Zealand did not so much build to suit the new land but
altered the land to suit the buildings they imported. It is important for the
cultural vitality of New Zealand to maintain the indigenous culture of the Maori
by reverting back to the Treaty of Waigangi and its original intent – to serve
as a sustainable initiative for the present and future needs of New Zealand.
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“The New Zealand landscape is a hotly contested site – of physical possession, of naming, mapping and journeying, of warring and of tribal, racial
and personal memory. It is in truth, an occupied zone whose constantly
reread and rewritten histories do not lie in quiescent layers but jostle,
shit, and thrust, as changing and unstable as the land itself.”
Priscilla Pitts
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SITE - MAORI PRINCIPLES
The Maori lived in a philisophical and spiritual world that no one could
ever fully understand unless born into it. Their island environment was completely isolated from the outside world. Many of their thoughts and experiences
were deeply involved in what can almost be described as a dream world, a subconcious environment that engendered a rationale for daily existence. This dream
world placed severe restrictions on the activities of every Maori. Every social
relationship, every proceeding was so imbued with religious implications that
there was something sacred in almost every aspect of Maori existence.
Maori traditions were preoccupied with explaining the isolated world in
which the people lived. It was a land of sea and sky, of sandy beaches and
forest, a land that knew of no neighbours, a land whose acres were held in trust
for future generations.

MAORI SETTLEMENTS

VILLAGE

HAMLET
-few households

-several hundred dwellings

-remote, rugged mountain area

-fertile plain
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TE KAINGA - MAORI VILLAGE
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agriculture - high ground

TOHUKA MARA - AGRICULTURE
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BUILDING TYPES
MARAE (MEETING HOUSE/ DINING)
- most authentic Maori building
- different varieties of meeting
houses, but one main marae in the
center of the community
-communal building for guests to
meet in celebration - in this
scenario - to dine
- consists of one a large space
entered through a gabled porch
- interior space is often highly
decorative
- carvings hold symbolic meaning
and usually depict ancestry (past
inhabitants)
- the meeting house best serves the
need of bringing people together
through Whaka-whanau-nga-tanga; (a
Maori term of endearment – ‘to make
connections to other via familiar
association)

language

KAUTA (KITCHEN)
- cooking was typically not held
within the houses but in specifically built sheds called kauta.
- a traditional form of cooking is
Hangi - cooked within a pit in the
earth (2 foot dia.) covered in
cabbage laves to prevent the food
from burning
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interior

marae

RUNUNGA (CIVIC BUILDING)

WHARE WAIMUMU HAUMANU
(WARRIOR AND HEALING HOUSE)

- another form of meeting house; a
place of communal gathering
- serves to heighten people’s
dignity and the place in which
Maori customs are given ultimate
expression

- the healing house, which has all
the plant medicines, touch therapies as well as energy healing, is
twinned with the warrior house.
- indigenous Maori are often
thought of as a warrior culture.
There are however, seven trails of
a warrior in their culture, the
first two being healing and fighting - thus the coupling of the
whare waimumu and whare haumanu

- tribal and public assembly,
conferencing and community council
acitivities are houses within this
building as well
- visitors who come to the kainga
cannot enter straight away. The
tapu (power) they bring with them
is different to that of the community they are visiting. They wait
outside until they are called upon
and presented with the Haka
(challenge). This occurs in a
ceremonial space adjacent to the
Runanga

runanga
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WHARE (HOUSE)
- each family group had its own
piece of ground which would be
fenced off, and within this they
would have their houses.
- houses would be used for sleeping
only and would be oriented to face
the rising sun as well as the Marae
(meeting house).
- there would be a communal paepae
(latrine) in a secluded place
behind the sleeping whare.
-for warming the house, a hole
might be dug in the center, and a
fire lighted, or glowing embers
from a fire outside might be brough
in. Smoke escaped through a window
located in the front gable

whare

8’ x 12’

WHAREPUNI (LARGE HOUSE/ DORMITORY)
- unlike the personal dwellings of
the whare, the wharepuni would be
property of the community
- such a house had to occupy a
cntral position in the kainga
facing the marae as well as the
rising sun.z

20’ x 50’
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pit

8’

12’
traditional
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WHARE KARAKIA (CHAPEL)
- located in one corner of the
kainga was the whare karakia, the
building providing religious services to the community
- this was also the house of the
Tohunga. He was the priestly
expert, a most important person in
the community, and his influence
was far reaching.

rangiatia, otaki
1995

COMMONALITY
spiritual focusing
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MATERIALITY
PODOCARPUS TOTARA
- primary wood uses within Maori
buildings - for its visual appeal
- it is deep red in colour and
gives the appearance of mahogany
well polished with age
- it can grow to a height of 80 to
100 feet and the trunks 2 to 8 feet
in diameter. The outside is covered
with a thick fibrous brown bark
- massive symmetrical trunks from
60 - 80 feet long can be found in
many parts of New Zealand
- the wood is clean, straight in
the grain, compact, and of great
durability
- it does not warp of twist, is
easily worked, and does not rot

local material

- these tree trunks are used for
the large columnar structures which
hold up the ridge beams of the
Maori buildings

grain
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LOCAL MAORI
The closet settlement of indigenous Maori to the city of Wanaka, lies in Queensbury. This is a small region 25 km south west of Wanaka and consists mainly of
agricultural land and small villages. It is situated between Wanaka, and Queenstown – one of the most popular tourist destinations in all of New Zealand.

PRECEDENCE
TAMAKI - MAORI HERITAGE VILLAGE
Also, in close proximity is preEuropean Maori heritage village –
Tamaki. Conceived in 1989 by Mike and
Doug Tamaki, the vision here was to
create a whole new environment to
encounter Maori culture outside of the
hotel environment. The village, created from scratch, is located north of
Wanaka in Christchurch. There was great
controversy over this settlement, the
distance from hotels being seen a major
deterrent, the forest setting wouldn’t
happen, the in-ground real hangi
approach seemed labour intensive and
too difficult. However, they managed to
created a highly successful approach to
New Zealand tourism which hosts more
than 100, 000 people each year.

heritage

“The village shares a powerful and natural encounter within a forest setting of
the people, the history and the spirit of their Maori forebears through the eyes
of proud, passionate and genuine people of today.”
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The Tamaki Village depicts a time of
the Maori dating back to 1818.
The
village includes a fisherman’s hun,
whare-kauta (cooking shed), tahuka mara
(experimental garden), carver’s house,
healing house, runanga, and the all
important marae. The Tamaki village
although not offering overnight stays,
provides a unique journey to various
locations around Chirstchurch as a
‘story’ of the Maori. Prices range from
125$ (children under 15) to 215$
(adults)

marae

in front of whare

entrance
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lets get right to it . . .
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FIRE
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CART + CAR
PARKING

MARAE
- meeting house - dining hall
- seats 50 guests @ 20sq.ft / person
(Huffadine)
-supports breakfast, lunch and dinner
-serves local and international foods
-served buffet style
-adjacent to kitchen
-bar seats 5, 16 sq.ft/person
- kitchen includes walk-in freezers and
chillers, dish and pot washing areas
-directly associated with kitchen are
dishes, glassware + utensiles, colds
foods, dry foods, beverages and liquer
-different spaces to prep differnt sorts
of food

- centrally located in the community
-adjacent to large outdoor fire pit
and communal activities area
-this includes space to access Diamond Lake for swimming etc.

*

- as a sign of staying here, guests
are encourages to carve into the
large Poducarpus Totara (posts at
entrance). Relating to ancient Maori
tradition, carving on these posts
would represent the ancestry of the
community.

-access to outdoor cooking space (Kauta)
- large outdoor grill and prep area for
outdoor serving
- large storage area which includes space
for mechanical and garbage
-adjacent to hangi pit for specialty meals
-lounge/ relax area with fireplace
-seats 12
-outdoor patio/ deck for socializing
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RUNANGA

WHARE KARAKIA

- civic/ administrative functions
- 3 offices for administration, 1 large
- staff lounge and kitchen

- this building serves the religious and meditative functions of
the community.

-main reception and waiting area

- includes in-floor storage of
mats and equipment.
-requires a 360 degree view to
serve various needs of different
religions (i.e. facing mecca,
facing the rising sun, facing the
setting sun)

-indoor multipurpose space (lectures,
performance, relaxing, arrival rituals)
-arrival rituals comprise of a sequential
path through the community resolving at
the Runanga. Here, a Haka (ritual dance)
is performed in a large performance spae
directly adjacent and accessible from
interior multipurpose space.
- this building serves as a very memorable
building, aimed to heighten spirits of the
guests through Whaka-whanau-nga-tanga (
making connections via familiar association).
- here, connection to via telephone,
internet and mail can be made. This can
only be done through special request.
- indoor space double as welcoming room
when there is bad weather
-lounge area (reading, napping, adaptive
for use when multipurpose space requires
extra additional space
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- requires a mechanical shed to
store boier in order to heat the
builgin during colder periods
-this space is also used as an
equipment shed

WHARE WAIMUMU HAUMANU
- waimumu (warrior) house will serve the
physical toning of the community
-this includes a gym and workout equipment
-both weights and cardiovascular machines
are included in this space
-also an aerobics room facilitates a similar meditative program if desired. This
space is required to be separate from the
karakia in order not to disturb any meditative process if group sessions are in
place
-haumanu (healing) house will serve the
physical cleansing of the community
-this includes an indoor pool which can be
opened up to the exterior if desired. The
pool serves the function similar to communal bathing
- a sauna seating 10 people
- an outdoor hot tub used in both the
summer and winter if desired
- a lounge area seating 8 around a fireplace to warm up from the outside when
cool
- a large change room with outdoor showers
is within the facility directly accessible
from both the waimumu and haumanu functions

- this building requires more privacy than others - use of trees as
a visual buffer is required

STORAGE BUILDING
- Aadjacent to the entrance, this
building serves to store delivered
items such as food and suplies without the disturbance of the community
- storage for cold and frozen items
- tool storage for maintence
- office for administrative funciton
- loading dock required for easy
unloading of items and equipment
- parking for delivery vehicles as
well as staff who commute for work
each day
- parking for golfcarts - used for
miscellaneous functions around the
community
-trash and storage management should
be located next to the loading dock
for easy removal
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WHAREPUNI

WHARE

25 PERSONS

- dormitory style living
- includes (1) 6 person room (gang sleeping), (3) 3 person rooms, and (4) 2 person
rooms.
- includes a washroom and shoer facility
for both men and women
- laundry and housekeeping room. Housekeeping is in charge of cleaning, checking
and restocking guestrooms as well as for
other building needs (public guest and
circulation areas, back-of-house)
- laundry room requires direct access to
the ouside for easy loading and unloading
of laundry and supplies
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20 PERSONS

- cabin stle living
- includes (10) 2 person cabins
- includes (2) PaePaes (lattrine)
located behing the whare and
visually separated from main
circulation of livng quaters
- each cabin includes a personal
space outside for the inhabited
guests.
- heat is supplied from a boiler
located in a small mechanical shed
nearby

WHARE KARAKIA
WAIMUMU HAUMANU
STORAGE

MARAE
WHAREPUNI
WHARE
RUNANGA
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rogers center

*

- Diamond Lake is approximately the same
size as the Rogers Center in Toronto, ON

diamond la
ke
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SITE PLAN
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JOURNEY
WANAKA

- guest will arrive either at the airport in
Wanaka, travel via train, or drive to Wanaka
where their car may be parked for the time of
stay.
- guests much inform the facility of their
travel plans prior to their arrival to Wanaka
so arrangements for pick up can be coordinated
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WANAKA AIRPORT
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wanaka airport
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03

04
- guests will meet at a destination in Wanaka and will be welcomed by a "bellhop". This
person is in charge of receiving
guests, delivering luggage to
the community
- guests will be taken by van to
the community
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ASCENT
- on arrival to the comunity,
the van service will drop
guests off at the turn-around
and let them walk through the
tree-lined right of passage.
- luggage will be delivered
to the rooms by an employee
via electric golf cart
-golf carts are stored at the
storage facility
building
storage
the
s on a
very
deli
facilitates
avoind
to
basis
day-day
interruption of the guests in
the community
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entrance
loading bay
tool storage
stock storage
cold storage
administration

storage
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THE WERO
(CHALLENGE)

4 large podocarpus trees
serve as the gateway to
the community
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- on arrival to the community, nobody must enter until
the Powhiri (formal welcome)
has been performed. This is
in the form of Haka - a well
renown tribal dance of the
Maori. This dance can also be
seen before modern Maori
rugby games.
- the host tribe will send out
a toa (warrior) who will

challenge the guests, via
their elected chief to ascertain if they come in peace.
This will occur in the performance space ajacent to the
Runanga.
The
community
encourages
guests
to
be
involved in this welcoming
ceremony.
- A Teka (peace offering) is
placed and recieved by one of
the visiting guests. All
visitors must remain behind
the hosts through the ceremony unless called upon
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MARAE
- the first building which is
passed along the ceremonial
entrance is the Marae - an
interpretation of a traditional Maori meeting house.
- this building serves as the
dining hall and serves traditional as well as international meals

OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES
FIRE PIT

N

ENTRANCE
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WALL SECTION - BRIS SOLIELS
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RUNANGA
- serving the civic function
of the community, the Runanga
holds upmost importance for
and
administration
both
ther
toge
bringing visitors
whaka-whanau-ngathrough
tanga (a Maori term of
endearment - to make connections to others via familiar
association)
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entrance
multiprupose space
lounge/ reading room
washrooms
reception
office administration
staff lounge
community postings
patio/ seating
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FOUNDATION

SLIDING DOOR
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WHARE WAIMUMU
HAUMANU

KARAKI

A

- based on the coupling of the
warrior and healing house of tradition Maori culture, this facility serves similar regard physical toning and cleansing
- this includes workout equipment, aerobics space, a pool,
sauna, hot tub, lounge
- visitors have use of the changing facility and outdoor showers
as well
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entrance
changerooms
pool room
sauna
lounge
hout tub
gym/ workout room
aerobics room
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4
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1

3
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1
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entrance
meditative space
in-floor storage
large sliding doors
mechanical shed
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IN-FLOOR STORAGE
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WHARE
WHAREPUNI

11

11

- the sleeping quarters are
building
2
into
divided
cabins
al
vidu
indi
types,
(whare) and dormitory style
(wharepuni)
- the whare provides a more
adept experience, not only
feeling more intimate with
also
but
landscape
the
because they are located the
furthest from the center of
the community. They are also
adjacent to a waterfall with
access to its fresh water.
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waterfall
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entrance path
3 person room
2 person room
6 person room
washrooms
laundry/ housekeeping
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
Brislin, Paul; Lawrence, Gary. (2008). “Unified Design/ Arup Associates" Wiley and
Sons Publishing; Chichester, Eng.
This book provokes the question of whether there is a symptomatic of a general
trend in contemporary architecture. It provides an alternative outlook on the
vision of architects, engineers, artists and social scientists. Providing theoretics of rejecting the imposition of an external image within architecture and
the fundamentals to form a holistic approach, Arup Associates formulate a “new
face of modernity” in their approach.
Crisp, Barbara. (1998). “Human Spaces: life enhancing designs for healing, working, and living" Gloucester, MA: Rockport Pub. Cincinnati, OH.>
Life enhancing design is presented in a variety of selected projects along with a
detailed perception from the author’s opinion the implications of such in our
society. The historical background as well as the current criteria of lifeenhancing design is presented through very descriptive spaces in mental, physical
and spiritual manifestations. Learning from these guidelines helps broaden the
perspective of living within a better quality of life.
Friedman, L Thomas. (2005). “The World is Flat" Farrar, Straus and Giroux Publishing.
This book promotes a sense of reality towards the global scene unfolding before
ones eyes. Thomas’ ability to translate complex foreign policies and economics
issues into a comprehensive way of understanding global issues helps illustrate
ways to learn from our past. Throughout the twenty-first century, Thomas outlines
what we as a globalized nation must do to adapt to the ever changing world.
Lynch, Kevin. (1960). “The Image of the City" MIT Press.
This book provokes the question: “what does the city’s form actually mean to the
people who live there?” This particular question along with case studies of Los
Angelos, Boston, and New Jersey, Lynch formulates a new critera, imageability.
This definition is the basis towards the building and rebuilding of cities and
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Marquez, Gabriel Garcia. (1970). “One Hundred Years of Solitude" New York: Harper
and Row Publishing.
Marques uses this novel to explore a literary conceit where it is vitally important for people to remember their history. The consequences of such he states,
will result in suffering. To learn from his writings, through different illustrated essays, is a generous implication that life has much to learn from and is
documented throughout our history for us to discover. Lynch, “The Image of the
City”, 1960, The MIT Press “The Image of the City: Stoke On Trent”,
Robinson, Joel David. (1973). “An Architecture of Soul: Modernity, Daniel Libeskind and the Spiritual".
This underlying statement of this book is the criticism an interpretation of
spirituality in architecture. Citing examples from the work of Daniel Libeskind,
it works towards an understanding of the relationship religion and architecture
play together.
Tshumi, Bernard. (1999). “Le Fresnoy: Architecture In/Between" Monacelli Press,
NY.
The Le Fresnoy Media Center, in Tourcouing-France demonstrates an excellent
example of what Tschumi coined, ‘transprogramming’. His adaptive use of connecting the existing building with the new by use of an ‘electronic roof’, reflects
his theoretical writings regarding this theme. The theoretical and historical
context behind some of the essay’s in this book follow related guidelines outlined in my thesis intention.
Tschumi, Bernard. (1996). “Architecture and Disjunction" MIT Press.
This book is a compilation of Tschumi’s architectural theories and array of
essays towards realigning the discipline with a new world culture. He very much
imposes modernist ideology and postmodern nostalgia and focuses on cultural situations and multipurpose programs. The general outline of his writings follow
deconstructive theory to recent concerns with the notions of event and program.
Williams, Allison. (2008). “Therapeutic Landscapes" Ashgate Publishing.
Linking the historical background of naturally healing landscapes to the intrinsic model of therapeutic landscapes today, this book covers an array of applications of space from social, anthropological, and health delivery perspectives. It
promotes the use of healthy living spaces of the physical environment and the
significance of place in good relation to a better quality of life.
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